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ABSTRACT Multi-channel Synthetic Aperture Radar (MSAR) in the maritime environment has proven
to be an effective technique for improved image fidelity and scene characterization. Past demonstrations
of MSAR-based methods for improvements such as motion induced distortion correction and image
classification were performed using a uniformly spaced array of phase centers. In this paper, we derive novel
extensions of these techniques to the case of sparse and non-uniformly spaced phase center configurations
and demonstrate their effectiveness for a variety of platforms and sensor arrangements. We establish general
techniques for correcting motion induced distortions, establish theoretical bounds of performance, and
empirically validate our techniques on data derived from our airborne MSAR system. We then use these
images to characterize the structure of the maritime scene using our MSAR-based classification technique.
Our imaging and classification techniques are amenable to efficient implementation on diverse hardware
platforms and sensor arrangements, and thus can find ready application in practical multichannel radar
systems.

INDEX TERMS Multi-channel synthetic aperture radar (SAR), ocean imaging, image classification.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many applications inmodern remote sensing and surveillance
have tended towards the use of multiple sensors to probe
the environment. Advancements in hardware miniaturization,
computational power and storage have greatly contributed
to the feasibility of various multi-sensor architectures—
both collocated [10] and distributed varieties [11]. Such
multi-sensor architectures can exploit various kinds of diver-
sities in measurement—including spatial, temporal, and
frequency—which lend robustness to inference operations
performed on the sensed data. Multi-sensor architectures
have the added benefit of lending agility to the operation of
the overall system due to redundancies inherent in the system.

In the context of SAR imaging, there are a great variety of
multichannel synthetic aperture radar (MSAR) sensor con-
figurations and associated applications that have been shown
over the past several years to be successful in delivering
high-quality imaging products and higher swath coverage
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and more. However, here we are focused on a particular
multi-sensor architecture that has been demonstrated to be
well suited to highly-dynamic maritime imaging scenar-
ios [1]–[5], [12], [13]. Specifically,MSAR systems have been
shown to be very effective in combating blurring artifacts due
to scene motion [1]–[4] and, more recently, for yielding supe-
rior classification performance in maritime sensing scenarios
where the motion itself is a characteristic of different classes
in the scene [5].

A fundamental problem in SAR imaging is the presence
of distortions and smearing in the formed imagery due to the
inherent ambiguity between stationary and moving scatterers
present in the scene [1]. Consider a scatterer at range R from
the sensing platform such that platform has a velocity of Vp
(along the cross-range axis), and scatterer has a velocity of
Vr (along the range axis). Then the Doppler shift associated
with the scatterer is given by the well-known relationship [6]:

δa = R ∗ Vr/Vp (1)

Thus the motions associated with a scatterer results in a
spatial spreading and shifting of the target signature within
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the image. There are many different single-sensor based
methods for compensating Doppler shifts associated with
scatterer motion during the imaging process. These include:
i) SAR-MTI methods based on analysis of the Doppler rate
maps obtained from the range compressed raw data [7];
ii) Time-frequency based matching pursuit analysis of fluc-
tuating scatterers in processed SAR images [8]; iii) Scatterer
velocity estimation from the smear length of the scatterer
(for the case when scatterer motion is only along azimuth
direction) [6]; iv) Scatterer velocity estimation directly from
a time-frequency analysis of chirp center frequency and chirp
rates [6]. However all these methods suffer from a key limita-
tion of ambiguities between stationary and moving returned
signal histories and of being highly dependent on the SNR
associated with the point scatterers. Thus they cannot be reli-
ably and uniformly applied to the entire scene. These effects
are especially exacerbated in maritime scenarios where virtu-
ally every scatterer is moving.

A much more elegant and powerful approach of combating
the deleterious effects of scene motion is to add additional
antenna receive elements to the moving platform aligned
along the flight direction; this constitutes the aforementioned
MSAR architecture [1]–[5]. There are 2 classes of processing
structures that have proven to be successful for correcting
these distortions usingMSAR systems: 1) Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) based velocity SAR (VSAR) processing [9],
[1]–[4] and 2) Multiple Along Track Interferometry (MATI)
processing approach that was introduced in [1]. For the case
of uniformly spaced arrays, both these methods have been
shown to be roughly equivalent, modulo tradeoffs, in terms
of overall imaging performance. These distortion corrected
images can then be used as a starting point for further
image analysis. In particular, on the side of classification,
we have recently shown [5] thatMSAR based systems furnish
valuable covariance based motion information that comple-
ments traditional spatial amplitude based features, result-
ing in an elegant and superior approach to maritime scene
classification [5].

This paper seeks to establish a natural generalization of
MSAR digital processing algorithms to the case of sparse
non-uniform arrays. The need for sparse non-uniform arrays
arises in many applications where: i) all the available chan-
nels cannot be used due to high throughput requirements
in real-time processing; ii) when a large enough baseline is
desired in order to capture slowmovers in the scene but where
physical or design constraints force one to place the (sparse
number of) antenna elements in non-uniformly spaced loca-
tions in the platform; or finally iii) when there are variations
in signal quality across the channel that may preclude all
the channels from being used. It also extends to satellite
based systems where configurations of sensors may be highly
variable or sparse.

We derive two classes of algorithms for the purpose of
image distortion correction, the first involving the application
of non-uniform DFT/FFT [16]–[18] and the second involving
the application of M-ATI [1] methodology to non-uniform

arrays. We derive theoretical limits of our algorithms and
empirically validate their effectiveness on data captured by
the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) airborne MSAR
system [3].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
establishes the MSAR system model for non-uniformed
spaced sparse arrays. Section III introduces the NUDFT/FFT
andMATI based imaging algorithms for sparseMSAR arrays
together with a rigorous theoretical analysis of the bounds of
velocity estimation in MSAR imaging systems. Thereafter,
we empirically validate the novel sparse MSAR based image
distortion correction algorithms.

In Section IV we describe our MSAR based classification
algorithm that incorporates motion based structure derived
from the MSAR array. Characterization of scene structure is
accomplished by the application of our motion-based classifi-
cation algorithm as demonstrated in Section V. We conclude
the paper in Section VI with a discussion of directions for
future research stemming from this work.

II. SPARSE MSAR SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a conceptual multichannel radar system consisting
ofM phase-centers that are non-uniformly spaced along a lin-
ear array with distances {dm}Mm=1 from the first element of the
array.We assume that array elements can arranged as follows:
dm = lm1 for some lm∈Z and 1∈R; i.e. that the elements
of the phased-array can be thought to be sub-sampled from
a larger uniform linear array with element-separation of 1.
We define the largest possible such 1 = 1p be the physical
mesh-size of the non-uniform array.

The aforementioned non-uniform array can consist of
a variety of different transmitting and receiving antennas
combinations (including monostatic phase-centers that act
as both transmitters and a receivers). All such configura-
tions are equivalent, under suitable conditions of practi-
cal import, to having an array of virtual monostatic (i.e.
transmit/receive) phase-centers whose positions lie half-way
between the physical transmitter-receiver pair [14], [15].
It can be easily shown this mapping (to virtual phase centers)
results in an equivalent non-uniform array with a virtual
mesh-size, 1v, equal to one-half of the physical mesh-size,
1p, of the array. Fig. 1 illustrates the concept of virtual arrays
in more detail—wherein we show three different configura-
tions spanning: i) Configuration A: Uniformly spaced arrays,
ii) Configuration B: Mildly non-uniformly spaced arrays and
iii) Configuration C: Severely non-uniformly spaced array.

For the case of an airborne platform, such as the NRL
MSAR system [3], a broadside-looking geometry is assumed
and where the aircraft is assumed to be traveling along a
straight line path with speed v and at a constant height above
the ground plane. Let I (z;m) be a complex SAR image
formed from the I/Q (In-phase/Quadrature-phase) data col-
lected from the mth phase-center; where z = (x, y) denotes
the pixel position in the SAR image. We note that the index
m varies over the non-uniform array indexed with respect to
virtual array mesh-size 1v.
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FIGURE 1. Physical vs. virtual array illustration: Different MSAR
non-uniform array configurations sub-sampled from the NRL MSAR
system.

The SAR image stack obtained in {I (z;m)}Mm=1 forms
the basis of MSAR processing. As mentioned in Section I,
VSAR and M-ATI are two classes of processing structures
that have proven to be successful for MSAR systems. The
success of either of these operations, however, is predicated
on correctly estimating the instantaneous phase information
associated with each pixel of the image across the different
phase centers. A perfectly stationary target should induce a
constant phase across the different channels. In reality how-
ever, hardware imperfections can severely distort the ampli-
tude and phase relationships between the different phase
centers. To remove such channel to channel discrepancies,
it is imperative to perform a channel balance step across the
image stack prior to performing either the VSAR or MATI
based processing steps. A channel balancing process has been
successfully demonstrated in past literature [1], [15]. In par-
ticular, we employ the channel balancing approach described
in [1] in our sparse MSAR based imaging algorithms.

Conditioned on the aforementioned channel balancing
operation, the VSAR processing step involves performing a
Fourier transform through the stack of SAR images across the
phase centers, indexed bym, for each pixel in the image. This
operation is captured by the following equation:

I (z; k) =
∑M

m=1
w(m)I (z;m) e−jkm (2)

The power spectral density associated with IV (z; k) is
given by:

PV (z; k) =
〈
I (z; k) , I∗ (z; k)

〉
(3)

The link between VSAR and ATI based techniques comes
from the concept of an interferogram between the SAR
images produced by two different phase centers, m and m′,
which we define as follows [21], [22]:

0
(
z;m− m′

)
=
〈
I (z;m) , I

(
z;m′

)〉
(4)

It can be easily shown that:

P (z; k)≡ FM {I } =
∑M−1

d=1
wa(d)0 (z; d) e−jkd (5)

such that: FM is the M− point FFT operator; d indexes the
separation between the scatterers; and wa(d) = w(d)∗w(−d)
(where ∗ denotes the convolution operator).

In the next section we introduce MSAR based image anal-
ysis and classification algorithms in detail followed by a

theoretical analysis of the velocity estimation properties of
these algorithms in Section IV.

AnMSAR system collects detailed backscattered informa-
tion from a variety of multichannel geometries such as shown
in Fig. 1. What is the best way to exploit this data in order
to extract the underlying image information which includes
fundamental operations such as focusing of scatterers, dis-
ambiguating scatterer positions arising from motion induced
distortions artifacts, and ultimately, in the classification of
higher-level scene structure? Fig. 2 shows a flow diagram
of one such algorithmic design that successfully achieves
these objectives in a computationally efficient manner that is
amenable to real-time processing. The details of the various
blocks in Fig. 2 are described throughout the paper. In this
section we describe our methodology in detail; while the
next section delves into the theoretical underpinnings of the
optimality criteria associated with our algorithm.

FIGURE 2. Summary of our MSAR based imaging and classification
algorithm. (B) is detailed in Section III and (C)-(D) are described in
Section IV of this paper.

III. SPARSE MSAR MOTION INDUCED
DISTORTION CORRECTION
The first step of our algorithm involves the formation of
images from the M phase centers of the MSAR system.
In our paper we utilize the standard Chirp-Scaling algo-
rithm [19] since it is computationally efficient when applied
to large-scale images of practical interest. More generally any
SAR imaging algorithm such as range-Doppler [19] or the
fundamental backprojection algorithm [20] can be applied to
obtain results similar to those reported in this paper. This step
results, as described in Section I, in a stack of SAR images
{I (z;m)}Mm=1, corresponding to each phase-center m. In this
paper we consider the general case where the phase-centers
can be non-uniformly located. Subsections III-A and III-B
below describe two novel algorithms for solving the fun-
damental issue of motion induced distortion correction.
A theoretical analysis of the performance of the algorithms
introduced in subsections III-A and III-B is presented in
subsection III-C, while the experimental performance of
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these algorithms, in terms of their ability to correct for
motion-induced distortion, for non-uniform system architec-
tures is demonstrated in subsection III-D.

A. NON-UNIFORM FFT BASED VELOCITY SAR ALGORITHM
The velocity SAR (VSAR) algorithm is a well-known
technique in MSAR processing that has been applied
for uniformly spaced along-track arrays. VSAR involves,
as explained in Section II, performing a Fourier transform
through the stack of SAR images across the phase centers,
indexed bym, for each pixel in the image as given by equation
(2) to yield an image stack {I (z; k)}Mk=1. Since the FFT oper-
ation effectively calculates the velocity spectrum associated
with the pixel being examined, the motion induced distortion
associated with the pixel can be removed simply by spatially
shifting the scatterers by an extent determined by the velocity
bin corresponding to the scatterer as per the equation:

Is (z; k) = I (z+ k1x; k) (6)

where: 1x =
R0λP
2VpTN

is the effective pixel size [9] associated
with the SAR image, P is the number of pulses, T is the time
of integration, and N is the number of pixels associated with
the azimuth length.

For the case of non-uniform arrays we propose a simple
extension of (2) by performing instead a Non-Uniform Dis-
crete Fourier Transform (NUDFT) operation along the image
stack indexed by the phase centers, as follows:

InM (z; k)≡ FM ,ξd {I } =
∑M−1

d=0
wa(d)I (z; d) e−jkξd (7)

where: FM ,ξd is a particular type ofM− point NUDFT oper-
ator [16], [17] of interest to us in this paper where we sample
non-uniformly in the spatial domain but uniformly in the
k− space; ξm∈

{
lp − lp−1

}M
m=1⊂

{
m|0≤m≤L/1p

}
, such that

L and 1p are, respectively, the physical length and mesh
size associated with the array; and {lm}Mm=1 are the locations
of the M elements in the non-uniform array. We note that
FM ,ξd reduces to standard FFT operator FM for the case
where the spatial sampling grid ξd is uniform. In the context
of MSAR processing, focusing on the case of uniformly
sampled k- field allows us to apply the standard VSAR based
compensationmethodology in equation (3) in order to remove
motion induced distortion from the composite VSAR image.

The NUDFT based VSAR methods described above pro-
vides a method for obtaining the radial velocity spectrum
automatically from first principles at every pixel in the image.
The velocity resolution in this VSAR approach is inversely
proportional to the number of channelsM . Furthermore, this
method retains the full image resolution available for the
entire collection duration and utilizes the complete spectral
information when determining the motion induced distortion
correction to be performed at each pixel in the image. Finally
the NUDFT operator can be effectively implemented via the
Non-Uniform Fast Fourier Transform (NUFFT) algorithm
while retaining all the benefits described above.

B. MULTI-CHANNEL ALONG TRACK
INTERFEROMETRY (MATI)
This class ofMSAR based motion distortion algorithm, intro-
duced in [1], leverages insights fromAlong Track Interferom-
etry (ATI) which is a commonly used method to determine
speed of targets from a pair of azimuthally separated phase
centers in SAR. For images I (z;m1) and I (z;m2) from phase
centers m1 and m2 if we create the point-wise product:

I (z;m1) ∗ I∗ (z;m2) = Aei1θ (8)

then the radial velocity field associated with pixel location z
in the image is given by

Vr =
λrVp1θ
4πd

(9)

where λr is the radar wavelength, Vp is the platform speed
and d is the spacing between phase centers. The separation d
determines the upper bound of the velocity range available
for non-ambiguous speeds due to 2π wrap around in 1θ .
On the lower velocity end, we need a value of d that will give
sufficient phase difference 1θ to rise above noise.

Compared to theNUDFT-MSAR approach in section III-A,
a severe limitation of (9) is that it samples a very limited
portion of the velocity spectrum associated with the image
and thus cannot be successfully applied to estimate the range
of velocities distributed across the scene. To overcome this,
we use a novel systematic method for measuring the full
range of speeds within the limits of the full range of spacings
by starting with the closest pairs (minimum d), mark pixels
with phase differences above a noise threshold and then
iterate the procedure for successive larger values of spacing d .
This procedure reduces the possibility of phase wrap while
achieving best available SNR by the use of multiple phase
measurements (as available) at every velocity scale. Once
we have determined the dominant velocity at every pixel we
perform the shifts based on Eq. 1 to relocate targets to their
proper locations. As a final step we fill in holes left by the
shifted targets using sampling from surrounding pixels.

This method can be effectively used in multi-phase center
system since we have a variety of phase-center separations d
to choose from to compute speed. Thus for a given range of
speeds we select pairs, as explained above, of phase-centers
and calculate the sum:

Vr =
1
N

∑
k

λrVp1θ
4πdk

(10)

where: the summation in (10) is performed over all such
phase-center pairs as described above.

We name the resulting algorithm multi-phase-center
ATI (MATI) which has several important advantages over
NUFFT-MSAR:

A1. Perhaps the biggest advantage of MATI is that, unlike
NUFFT, there is no laborious interpolation operation
involved regardless of configuration. The procedure to
construct the velocity map works with whatever phase
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center locations are available. Of course to get a contin-
uous spectrum of velocities without phase wrap requires
sufficient sampling of the along track space.

A2. The velocity measurements are continuous within a
range. This is unlike VSAR where velocities are quan-
tized in bins, which can lead to echo signatures if a target
velocity spread spans two or more bins

A3. Finally MATI is in practice computationally much less
effort than VSAR NUFFT-based methods.

The tradeoff is that MATI suffers from a clear drawback of
not computing the full motion spectra at each pixel. This,
however, is not a serious limitation in practice due to the fact
that the spatial distribution of dominant velocities in a local
patch is roughly equivalent to the VSAR-derived distribution
of velocities. Furthermore, as the theoretical analyses and
empirical results in the next two subsections show, the estima-
tion of the velocities at each pixel usingMATI is significantly
improved due to the reduction in phase noise achieved by the
averaging operation in (10).

C. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Our analysis focuses on the radar reflectivity and processing
of a localized target motion patch for which we derive veloc-
ity resolution estimates via along-track interferometric (ATI)
and Fourier spectral analysis performed on the non-uniform
array. Consider the following model for radar spatial reflec-
tivity of a localized target motion patch:

T (z; t) =
∑K

k=1
akCzexp

(
j
(
4πvk t
λVp

+ εk

))
× δ

(
vk − vz

)
n (z, t) (11)

where: z = (x, y) is the spatial coordinate associated with
the localized motion patch T; K is the number of scatterers
in the motion patch T; ak is the scattering amplitude of
the k th scatterer; vz is a random variable associated with
the velocity profile corresponding to z to which we ascribe
a discrete measure that maps a set of scatterer velocities
{vk}Kk=1; εk= N (0, σε) is the phase-noise associated with the

k th scatterer;Cz = exp
(
−πz21
W 2
x

)
exp

(
−πz22
W 2
y

)
such thatWx and

Wy are the characteristic dimensions of T; and where n is a
zero-mean Gaussian random process with covariance:〈
n (z, t) , n∗

(
z′, t ′

)〉
= δ

(
z1 − z′1

)
δ
(
z2 − z′2

)
× exp

(
−

(
t − t ′

)2
τs

)
(12)

The model (11) reduces to commonly used models in the
literature [9], [21], [22] for the special case where the local
target patch consists of a dominant velocity component.

From our analysis in Appendix A1 we have that:

PT (x, k) ≡ F {wa0T} =
∑M−1

d=1
wa(d)0T (z; d) e

−jkd

=

∑K

k=1
|bk |2|Cz|2W̃a

(
k −

4πvkr
λV

)
(13)

where:

W̃a = Wa ∗ exp
(
−τsk2

)
and

Wa(k) =
∑M−1

d=0
wa(d)exp(−jkd)

The velocity spectrum uncovered by (13) demonstrates
that the VSAR operator, unlike ATI, intrinsically facilitates
eliciting multiple velocity components

{
vkr
}K
k=1 present in T.

We experimentally demonstrate this in Section IV.
Thus far we have confined our spectral analysis to the case

of uniformly sampled arrays. More generally we consider
the case where spectral analysis in (13) is performed over a
non-uniformly sampled array:

PT (x, k)≡FM ,ξd {wa0T}=
∑M−1

d=0
wa(d)0T (z; d) e

−jkξd

(14)

Since the NUDFT operator FM ,ξd performs non-uniform
sampling in the spatial domain and uniformly in the
k−space, this in turn allows us to apply the standard VSAR
based compensation methodology [9] to the resulting power
spectrum (14).

Interpreting FM ,ξd as a matrix operator, where
[
FM ,ξd

]
kd

= e−2π jkξd/M/
√
M , consider evaluating the function f (ξ) =∑M−1

d=0 bde
2π jdξ atM distinct points 0≤l0≤l1≤ · · · ≤lM−1 <

1 yields the matrix equation f = FnMb, where b = [b]l∈CM .
In general FnM is a frame operator [23] whose columns are
in general linearly dependent and yet span the space CM .
We consider therefore the set of all functions spanned by
frame elements of FnM as:

TN =

{
f (ξ) =

∑M

m=−M
bjej2πmξ ; b−N , . . . , bN∈C

}
An important measure the ability of the NUDFT based

VSAR system to resolve scatterer velocities hinges on the
resolution of the power spectrum which in turn depends on
the invertibility of the frame operator FM ,ξd . The following
theorem, which is based on frame theoretic ideas [23], [24]
and proved in Appendix A2, makes this relationship more
precise.
Theorem 1 (NUDFT-VSAR): Let {li}

M−1
i=0 be the loca-

tions of the phase-centers of a non-linear VSAR system
such that: 0≤l0≤l1≤ . . .≤lM−1 < 1. Let δ =

max
0≤i≤M−1

(li+1 − li) and vi = (li+1 − li−1) /2. Suppose N∈Z
is defined such that δ < 1/(2N ); then, let DN (ξ) =
sin ((2N + 1) πξ) /sin (πξ) be the Dirichlet kernel. Then the
collection

{√
viDN (.− li)

}M−1
i=0 is a frame for the space TN

with lower frame bound A = (1− 2δN )2 and upper frame
bound B = (1+ 2δN )2. �
Remarks:

R1. The condition δ < 1/(2N ) enforces the fact that M >

2N . For the case of the uniformly spaced array we have
that li = i/M whereby ifM = 2N+1 then the collection
{DN (.− i/M)}

M−1
i=0 is an orthonormal basis for TN .
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R2. For the case of uniformly spaced arrays, δ = 1/M
since li = i/M for all i, and consequently the power
spectrum exhibits unique signatures corresponding to
each scatterer velocity present in the localized target
motion patch T

R3. For the case of a non-uniform array, the condition δ <
1/(2N ) guarantees a stable reconstruction of the signal.

R4. Theorem 1 does not give any guarantees for highly
non-uniform cases where, as the experimental results
show in the next section, NUFFT based approach does
not effectively remove motion based distortions. How-
ever alternative methods can be employed for the case
where there is structure in the signal. In particular
when any given location in the scene has only a few
dominant motion components then methods such as
Sparse FFT [25], Prony based estimation [26] and
other spectrum estimation methods can be employed.
As discussed above, in this paper we use an ATI based
approach for this case which demonstrates superior per-
formance under highly non-uniform sampling condi-
tions. In particular, Theorem 2 below shows how our
MATI algorithm can correctly estimate the scatterer
velocities in the given region under suitable regularity
conditions

Definition (MATI operator): For an image patch T (z; t)we
define the MATI operatorM (T) as follows:

M (T) =
1
M

∑Mz

m=1

λvp
4πdm

^
〈
T
(
z; lJz(m)

)
,T
(
z; lJz(m−1)

)〉
(15)

where: Mz≡ number of phase center pairs (from smallest
to highest separation); Jz≡ index set corresponding to loca-
tion z; dm = lm− lm−1, ^ and 〈, 〉 are, respectively, the phase
and inner product operators. �
The following Theorem, proved in Appendix 2, shows

how the MATI operator correctly estimates the velocity field
under suitable regularity conditions on the velocity field cor-
responding to image patch T.
Theorem 2 (MATI): Let vz be a Gaussian Random Field

with velocity spectrum S (ωv). Then we have that:

Evz
[
‖M (T)− vz‖2

]
≤
λvp
4πdm

1
M

∫
S (ωv) dωv (16)

where: M≡ number of ATI phase centers over which the
averaging operation is performed inM (T). �
Though the NUDFT-VSAR approach performs a much

more detailed analysis of the velocity spectrum at each loca-
tion in the image patch, Theorem 2 indicates that the velocity
at each such location can nevertheless be accurately estimated
by exploiting the spectral regularity of the velocity distri-
bution in the region of interest via the averaging operation
in (10).

The above analysis demonstrates relative trade-offs
between ATI and Fourier based analyses of the velocity spec-
tra inferred from MSAR systems. The next section describes

the empirical performance of MSAR based motion distortion
algorithms in greater detail.

D. EMPIRICAL PERFORMANCE OF MSAR MOTION
DISTORTION ALGORITHMS
Fig. 3 shows the empirical performance of both the
NUFFT-VSAR and MATI based MSAR motion induced dis-
tortion correction algorithms when applied to data captured
by the NRL airborne MSAR system. The collection was
performed in the Oregon Inlet, North Carolina, USA region
in the Fall of 2015. Fig. 3(a) show the original SAR image
captured without distortion correction. We note that both the
boats present in the scene have been significantly displaced
from the correct location due to Doppler shifts associated
with the scatterer as given by (1). This underlying mechanism
also contributes to defocusing of the scene due to motion
induced distortions.

For the case of uniformly spaced arrays (i.e. Configuration
A in Fig. 1), Configuration A in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) show,
respectively, the results of NUFFT-VSAR and MATI dis-
tortion correction algorithms. It is clear that NUFFT-VSAR
algorithm renders superior distortion correction results; for
example, we observe that the boats are repositioned to
their correct location and that the smearing associated with
the motion of the boat has been compensated much better
than MATI is able to achieve. Likewise better focusing is
achieved throughout the image due to NUFFT-based VSAR
processing.

We next consider the mildly non-uniform case depicted
in Configuration B in Fig. 3. The performance of
NUFFT-VSAR and MATI distortion correction algorithms,
respectively, are shown in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e) (corre-
sponding to Configuration B). Once again we observe that
NUFFT- VSAR performs comparatively better than MATI
both in terms of correctly placing the movers and correcting
the overall motion induced distortion in the scene.

For both the above cases, the superior performance of
NUDFT-VSAR is because VSAR performs a much more
detailed analysis of the velocity spectrum at each location
corresponding to the image patch together with the fact that
the sufficient conditions of Theorem 1 are met.

However for the highly non-uniform case, corresponding
to Configuration C, we find that NUFFT-VSAR performed
poorly relative toMATI since the conditions of Theorem 1 are
no longer met. Nevertheless MATI continues to demonstrate
reasonable performance due to exploiting regularity condi-
tions of the scene as indicated by Theorem 2. The echoes,
corresponding to the boat, that appear in Fig. 3(g), are due
to phase unwrapping issues which are in general difficult to
compute in practice. The MATI algorithm however is far less
dependent on such phase unwrapping due to the phase-center
pair selection procedure that we use as described above.

IV. MSAR BASED CLASSIFICATION ENGINE
Once the motion induced distortions have been cor-
rected by employing the methods described in section III,
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FIGURE 3. Empirical performance of NUFFT-VSAR and MATI based MSAR
motion induced distortion correction algorithms (the data collection was
performed in the oregon inlet, north carolina, USA region in the Fall
of 2015.). Though NUFFT-VSAR is more suitable for uniform or nearly
uniform placement of phase-centers, MATI is much more robust and
easier to implement for highly non-uniform settings.

the higher-level information about scene structure can be
obtained by applying a suitable classification engine. In our
previous work we have designed a novel classification engine
that is well suited to exploiting the motion based features
inherent in the MSAR system—and in a way that com-
plements traditional amplitude based approaches to image
classification. An important ingredient of our method is to
capture motion information at each pixel, (i, j). We start by
constructing the covariance array for all phase-center pairs
(m, n):

Cijmn =< IijmI∗ijn > . (17)

The spatial averaging implied in (17) is over a window
smaller than the smallest targets of interest. At each pixel,
(i, j) we generate the M eigenvalues λm and eigenvectors −→vm
(m = 1 toM ) of the covariance matrix C

C −→vm = λm
−→vm (18)

for use in our classification procedure. We drop the (i, j)
indices for brevity. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors char-
acterize the in-scene motions at each pixel throughout the
MSAR collection time.

For a pixel containing a coherent, dominant scatterer,
the MSAR image stack will be proportional to

S∝
[
1, ei1φ, ei21φ, ei31φ, . . . , ei(M−1)1φ

]
using M images, and the resulting covariance matrix is then

C = S†�S∝


1 ei1φ · · · ei(M−1)1φ

e−i1φ 1
...

...
. . .

e−i(M−1)1φ · · · 1

 (19)

where S† is the Hermitian conjugate of S. Eigen analysis
of this covariance matrix identifies a single large eigen-
value and its associated eigenvector. Further details of the
eigen-analysis of (23) and its relationship to dominant scat-
tering mechanisms is given in [5].

Given this, the key idea is to perform an eigen-analysis of
themultichannel covariancematrix associated with each scat-
terer in the image. The explicit form of the boxcar averaged
covariance matrices that we employ is given by:

C i,j
m,n =

∑1x

k=−1x

∑1y

l=−1y
Ci−k,j−l;m,n (20)

where 1x , 1y are the local spatial windows along the
respective image axes, and Ci−k,j−k;mn are the rank-1 covari-
ance matrix from (17). The calculation in (20) serves the
two-fold purpose of reducing image speckle and increas-
ing the rank of the covariance matrix, C i,j

m,n, by aggregating
motion information in a localized neighborhood of each pixel.
The resulting eigenvalues and eigenvectors reveal valuable
information relating to the signature motion characteristics
of the classes of interest [5].

From the eigenvalues and eigenvectors extracted above,
we calculate a set of features outlined in Fig. 4 (and explained
in more detail in [5]) and applied a standard support vector
machine (SVM) classification engine to classify each pixel
into one of the following categories: Ambient, Surf, Boat,
Wake, Land, and Beach. This completes the description of
our general sparse MSAR based imaging and classification
procedure shown in Fig. 2.

From our results in Section III-C, due to its more robust
performance compared to NUFFT-MSAR on non-uniform
arrays, we employMATI as our algorithm of choice for sparse
MSAR based motion distortion correction before apply-
ing the aforementioned classification algorithm. Section V
describes the experimental results in detail.
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FIGURE 4. Summary of the covariance matrix eigenvalue and eigenvector
v derived features employed in our MSAR based classification
algorithm [5].

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR SPARSE MSAR
BASED CLASSIFICATION
The previous sections have both theoretically and empirically
established the robustness of the MATI algorithm compared
to NUDFT based approach to motion distortion correction.
Given the robustness of the MATI algorithm for a wide
range of non-uniform sampling patterns (as compared to the
NUDFT-VSAR case), we focus only on MATI based scene
distortion corrected images for the classification results in
this paper.

Fig. 5 shows the eigenvalues and eigenvectors correspond-
ing to the boat in Fig. 3, as estimated by the MATI algorithm.
We find that our sparse MSAR classification procedure is
remarkably robust to variations in the sampling configu-
rations and that for even extremely non-uniform sampling
cases, i.e. Configuration C, the estimation of the eigenfea-
tures compare remarkably well to the baseline uniform sam-
pling case in Configuration A. In particular the estimation
of the phase slope remains constant for all cases although
Configuration C requires higher level phase unwrapping.
We point out that such phase unwrapping is unnecessary
in our MATI algorithm (unlike NUFFT-VSAR) because,
as explained in Section III-B, we only chose a select set
of phase-center pairs commensurate with the velocity range
under consideration.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the classification performance of the
sparse MSAR classification algorithm with MATI distortion
corrected images for all non-uniform sampling cases ranging
from uniform (Configuration A) to highly non-uniform (Con-
figuration C). In all caseswe find that our sparseMSARbased
image classification approach yields extremely robust clas-
sification performance in that all of the component classes
such as surf, beach etc. are largely correctly and consistently
identified even in highly non-uniform sampling scenarios
although all cases show some difficulty distinguishing wake
vs surf as they both exhibit very similar signatures.

Finally Fig. 7 gives a quantitative performance of the clas-
sification rate of the sparse MSAR classification algorithm
for the various classes comprising the scene. We observe
that, except for the wake class, the drop in classification

FIGURE 5. Eigen-based features associated with the boat after
MATI-based distortion correction as shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 6. MSAR based image classification when applied to maritime
scenes for three sparse sensor configurations.

performance in both mild (Configuration B) and highly
(Configuration C) non-uniform sampling is very consistent
with the uniform sampling case (Configuration A). The
appreciable loss in performance for the case of the wake
structure is likely due to the fact that the spatial regularity
conditions in Theorem 2 do not hold whereby multiple dom-
inant velocity components are present in every location of
the scene. An open problem thus raised by our work is the
formulation of robust estimators of complex motion structure
of turbulent sources such as wakes.
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FIGURE 7. Quantitative MSAR based classification performance on
maritime scene structures.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has established the first known generalization of
previous works on MSAR based imaging and classification
to the case of sparse, non-uniformly spaced arrays. The need
for such sparseMSAR systems is important for various appli-
cations such as space-based and practical airborne applica-
tions where sensors generally are not arranged in a strictly
uniform array due to one more practical constraints such as
the requirements in real-time processing, the need to enforce a
large enough baseline to capture slow movers under physical
sensing constraints, and finally the need for sparse sensor
selection conditions due to variations in signal quality across
channels.

To this end, this paper has uncovered generalized process-
ing structures—the NUFFT-VSAR and MATI algorithms—
for performing motion distortion correction with applications
to MSAR based maritime scene classification. We rigorously
examined the theoretical and empirical properties of these
techniques with regards to motion distortion and also demon-
strated the remarkably robust performance of the MATI
distortion correction and MSAR-based classification algo-
rithm with respect to even highly non-uniform sampling
scenarios. Our resulting sparse MSAR based imaging and
classification algorithm optimally utilizes the sparse structure
of the antenna array in a manner that is amenable to real-time
processing. The imaging and classification techniques devel-
oped in this paper should thus find ready application onmulti-
channel SAR platforms thereby significantly broadening the
impact of MSAR based methods in various remote sensing
and surveillance applications.

Future work stemming from our work includes the for-
mulation of robust estimators of complex motion structure
of turbulent sources such as wakes, and the formalization of
end-to-end MSAR classification structures via deep learning
based processing architectures.

APPENDIX
A. APPENDIX A1
We spectrally analyze the reflectivity model in (15) using
(4-5). By definition, 0T (z; d) = 〈T (z;m+ d) ,T (z;m)〉.

Thus we have that:

0T (z; d)

=

〈∑K

k=1
bkCzexp

(
j
(
4πvk (m+ d)

λVp
+ εk

))
× δ

(
vz − vk

)
n (z, (m+ d)) ,

∑K

l=1
blCz

× exp
(
j
(
4πvlm
λVp

+ εl

))
δ
(
vz − vl

)
n (z,m)

〉
(A1)

=

∑K

k=1

∑K

l=1
bkb∗k |Cz|

2exp
(
j
(
4πvk (m+ d)

λVp
+ εk

))
× exp

(
−j
(
4πvlm
λVp

+ εl

))
δ
(
vz − vk

)
× δ

(
vz − vl

)
〈n (z, (m+ d)) , n (z,m)〉 (A2)

=

∑K

l=1
|bk |2|Cz|2exp

(
j
(
4πvkd
λVp

))
× 〈n (z, (m+ d)) , n (z,m)〉 (A3)

=

∑K

k=1
|bk |2|Cz|2exp

(
j
(
4πvkd
λVp

))
× δ (z1 − z1) δ (z2 − z2) exp

(
−d2

τs

)
(A4)

=

∑K

k=1
|bk |2|Cz|2exp

(
j
(
4πvkd
λVp

))
exp

(
−d2

τs

)
(A5)

Then again by the definition of PT (x, k), we have:

PT (x, k) =
∑M−1

d=0
wa(d)0T (z; d) e

−jkd

=

∑M−1

d=0
wa(d)

(∑K

k=1
|bk |2|Cz|2

exp
(
j
(
4πvkd
λVp

))
exp

(
−d2

τs

))
e−jkd (A6)

=

∑K

k=1
|bk |2|Cz|2

(∑M−1

m=0
wa(d)

exp
(
j
(
4πvkd
λVp

))
exp

(
−d2

τs

)
e−jkd

)
(A7)

=

∑K

k=1
|bk |2|Cz|2F

(
wa(d)exp

(
j
(
4πvkd
λVp

))
exp

(
−d2

τs

))
(A8)

=

∑K

k=1
|bk |2|Cz|2W̃a

(
k −

4πvkr
λV

)
(A9)

where: W̃a = Wa ∗ exp
(
−τsk2

)
and Wa(k) =∑M−1

d=0 wa(d)exp(−jkd) �

B. APPENDIX A2
Here we show the proof of Theorem 1 in Section III-C
Proof (Theorem 1: NUDFT-VSAR): Let ηi = (li−1 + li) /2

be the mid-point of the interval [li−1, li]. Our strategy is to
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approximate the function f ∈TN being modeled by a projec-
tion to the space of piece-wise constant functions via the
operator Q : TN → L2 [0, 1] as follows:

Qf =
∑M−1

i=0
f (li)5[li, li+1] (A10)

where,

5[li, li+1](x) =

{
1 x∈ [li, li+1]
0 else

⇒ ‖Qf ‖22 =
∑M−1

i=0
vi|f (li)|2 (A11)

Thus we have that:

‖(f − Qf )(x)‖22

=

∑M−1

i=0

∫ ηi+1

ηi

|f (x)− f (li)|2.dx (A12)

=

∑M−1

i=0

(∫ li

ηi

|f (x)− f (li)|2.dx

+

∫ ηi+1

li
|f (x)− f (li)|2.dx

)
(A13)

≤

∑M−1

i=0

4
π2

(
δ

2

)2 ∫ ηi+1

ηi

∣∣f ′(x)∣∣2.dx (A14)

≤ 4δ2M2
‖f ‖22 (A15)

where: (A14) follows from Wirtinger’s inequality [24] and
(A15) follows from Bernstein’s inequality [24].

Therefore:∥∥(I − Q)|TN

∥∥ ≤ 2δM < 1

⇒ ‖f − Qf ‖≤2δM ‖f ‖

⇒ |‖f ‖ − ‖Qf ‖|≤2δM ‖f ‖

(by the opposite triangle inequality)

⇒ − 2δM ‖f ‖≤‖f ‖ − ‖Qf ‖≤2δM ‖f ‖

⇒ (1− 2δM ) ‖f ‖22≤‖Qf ‖
2
2≤ (1+ 2δM ) ‖f ‖22

This completes the proof (given (A6) and since∑M−1

i=0
vi|f (li)|2 =

∑M−1

i=0

∣∣〈f,√vi〉DN (.− li)∣∣2)
�

C. APPENDIX A3
Here we show the proof of Theorem 2 in Section III-C
Proof (Theorem 2: MATI):

Evz
[
‖M (T)− vz‖2

]
= E

[
‖M (T)− vz | vz‖2

]
=

1
M

∑Mz

m=1

λvp
4πdm

E

×
[
^
〈
T
(
z; lJz(m)

)
,T
(
z; lJz(m−1)

)〉
| vz
]

(by definition of the MATI operator in (19))

≤ E
[
1
M

∥∥∥∥∑M

m=1

λvp
4πdm

[
4πdm
λvp

vz + εkz

]
− vz

∥∥∥∥
2

]

(where: kz = argmin
k∈[1, 2,...K ]

‖vk − vz‖)

= E
[∥∥ε̃kz∥∥2]

(where: ε̃kz =
λvp
4πdm

1
M

∑M
m=1 εkz N

(
0, λvp

4πdm
1
M∫

S (ωv) dωv
)
)

=
λvp
4πdm

1
M

∫
S (ωv) dωv

�
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